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1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper p will denote a number greater than or equal to 
2 and 3. will always stand for 1 -p. As shown in [I], for 0 < p d l/2, 
,J = 1 - p, the function h(x) = ,JxP ’ - p - (Ax - p)” ~ ’ is strictly increasing 
in the interval p/J <x< 1, h(p/,%)<O, and h(l)>O; thus h(x)=0 has a 
unique solution x(p). (Note that x( l/2) = 1.) x(p) is strictly increasing in p 
and x(0 + ) is the unique solution of the equation 
(p-2)xP-‘+(p- l).F2= 1 
in the interval 0 6 x < 1. 
(1.1) 
In [ 11, we proved the inequality 
IlAx + P.!ll p + W(P) IL- 1’11 p 6 i //XII p + P II Yll p, (1.2) 
where 0 6 p < 1, A= 1 - p, p 3 2, x, y E Lp, and f(p) is a function of p (and 
hence of 2) defined by 
f(P) = 
1 + x(p A tly- ’ 
(I +x(/l A A))“-” (1.3) 
Moreover, the function g(p) = n&p) is best possible; thus it follows that 
for any function k(p), the inequality 
IlAx + PYII p + k(P) lb- Yll p 6 1 Il.4 p + AYII p (1.4) 
is valid for all x, y E Lp if and only if k(p) < g(p). It was also proved in [l] 
that f(p) is strictly decreasing in p for 0 <p d l/2 (see the proof of 
Lemma 4 in [ 11). Thus, we have 
22~P=f(l/2)df(1()~f(O+)-cl,. (1.5) 
Note that the c, defined here is the same as the cp defined in [a]. 
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In this paper, we show that some L P inequalities proved in Smar- 
zewski [2, 31 follow readily from the preceding remarks. We also correct a 
proof of an inequality in [2] and show that the constant in that inequality 
is the best possible. It then follows that a fixed point theorem in [2] is not 
more general the a previous result of the present author [ 11. Finally, we 
prove that our inequalities are also valid for complex-valued functions. 
2. Lf INEQUALITIES 
From (1.5) we have 
2* -q&Lp + pl*P) <f(p) ip = g(p). 
Thus the inequality 
in Lemma 4.2 of [3] follows immediately from (1.4). 
It also follows from (1.2) that 
By letting p -+ 0, we get, with Q(x) = I/xl/ “, 
D@(x, y--xx)= (plx(tfl”~‘sgnx(f), y(t)--(t)) 
G IIYIIP- llxllp-cpIlx-Yllp 
which is the inequality (3.10) in [a]. In particular, if x, y are real numbers, 
we have 
p~x~p-2~~(y-x)d~y~~-]x]~-cp~x-y~~ (2.1) 
which is the inequality in Lemma 3.1 of [2]. 
If we let s(p) = .x(p)/(l + x(p)), then for 0 < p d l/2, s(p) is the unique 
solution of the equation 
~*~p--1-~(1-~)~-~-(,~-~)~~-~=0 
in the interval p <s < l/2. Since x(p) is strictly increasing, s(p) must also 
be strictly increasing. Thus the proof of the inequality 
(u+f(fl-u)(P- lulP<t(luIP- IulP)-CpW(f)IU-ul~, (2.2) 
where w(t) = t( 1 - f)” + (1 - t) tp, as given in [2] is incorrect. 
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Obviously, (2.2) is equivalent to the inequality 
Ilx+~yLyIp+cpw(~)Ix-ylp~3”IxIp+~/ylp 
which, in turn, is equivalent to c,w(p) d g(p) by (1.4), or to 
.f(O+)=c,< w-‘+(1-s(p))p-‘= pp-‘+I1p-l , m{;,,, ..,’ (2.3) 
Since bothf(p) and ppP1 + APP ’ are strictly decreasing on 0 <p < l/2, 
inequality (2.3) is not obvious and a direct proof may be difficult. 
THEOREM 2.1. Forp>2, 06p<l, andA=l-p, the inequality 
lll.x+~yll(p+cp~~(~p~-‘+~p~‘)llx- yl(pd~llxllp+pIIyIIp (2.4) 
is valid for all x, y E Lp. Moreover, the constant cp is best possible. 
Proof: It suffices to prove (2.4) for real numbers x and y. We may 
assume that 1x1 < lyl. It is then easy to see that the best constant for (2.4) 
to be valid is 
Ce inf inf p++“IxIp-Ip++x/” 
-1 <X<l O<p<l W(p)( 1 -x)” ’ 
where W(p)=Ap(ppp’+ApP’ ).Foralixedx, -l<x<l,let 
r(p) = 
p + /I 1x1 p- I/l+ AXI p 
WPC) ’ 
O<p<l. 
Sincelim,,,(W(~)/~)=1,wehaver(O+)=1-~x~P-p~x~P~1sgn(x)(l-x). 
We shall prove that info, ~ <, r(p) = r(O+ ), which is equivalent to 
p + i (xl p - (p + 1x1 p - W(p)( 1 - (xl p - p (xl pp ’ sgn(x)( 1 - x)) > 0. (2.5) 
Since I+~Ixlp-~~+~x~p~~+~~x~p-~~++~x~p for O<pQ1/2 (cf. 
proof of Lemma 3 in [l]) and W(p) = W(A), we may assume that 
0 <p< l/2, or equivalently, ;1>p in (2.5). 
If x is negative, then upon replacing x by -x and dividing by xp, (2.5) 
is equivalent to 
F(y)=~y”+;l- Ipy--.I”- W(p)(p- 1 +py+ yp)30 
for y 3 1, where F is regarded as a function of y. We have 
F’(y)=~p[yP~‘-~~y-~~P~~1sgn(~y-~~)-E.(~p~1+3.p~1)(yp~1+1)] 
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and 
Since 1 - ;I(,u~~’ + I “-‘) > p and y > I,u~ - A/, we have F”( JJ) 3 0. Thus it 
suffkes to show that F( 1) > 0 and F’( 1) > 0. 
By elementary calculus, one can prove ( 1 + [)” ’ + ( 1 - l)” ’ b 2 and 
then (1 +<)“-(1 -[)p32p[ for O<[< 1; thus 
F(l)=(~"+~)P-((;1--)P-2PW(~) 
a2p3L"pLp-2pw(p) 
=2p&L2(~P~2-pP~2)~0. 
It remains to show that 
or, equivalently (with v = i, -11) 
2’(1 +v’)-(1 +v)((l +v)‘+(l -v)‘)>O 
for 0 6 v < 1, where Y= p - 1. By the Holder inequality we have 
(l+v)‘62’-‘(1 +v’); thus 
2’(1+v’)-(l+v)((l+v)‘+(l-v)‘) 
32’(1 +v’)+(l +v)(2’-‘(1 +V’)+(l-v)‘) 
=(1-V){2’-‘(1+V’)-(l+V)(1-*9~~) 
~(1-v){2’-~‘(1+v’)-(1-v)‘~30. 
The case for x > 0 can be proved similarly. Thus 
c= 
inf 1 - lxlp-plxIp ’ sgn(x)(l -x),~ 
-I<r<l (1 -x)” ’ P 
by (2.1). On the other hand, since g(p) as in Section 1 is best possible we 
must have cW(p) 6 g(p), or 
Letting p -+ 0, we get cd cp. Hence c = cp. This completes the proof. 1 
Remark 2.1. Since cP is best possible in (2.4), we see that Theorem 4.2 
in [2] for p > 2 is not more general than a previous theorem (Theorem 1 
in [l]) of the present author. 
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To see that inequality (1.2) is also valid for complex-valued functions, we 
first prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. For fixed p and r in [0, 11, p and r not both zeros, the 
function 
is decreasing for p 2 1. (Recall that A= 1 - p.) 
Proof: Let B(p)=lnA(p)=pln(p++r)-ln(p++rP). Then (,a++rP) 
B’(p) = (/A + irP) ln(p + Ar) - E.rP In(r) E C(p). Direct computation shows 
that C”(U) is nonnegative. Since C(0) = C( 1) = 0, we have C(p) < 0 and 
hence B’(p) 6 0. This clearly completes the proof. 1 
THEOREM 2.2. Inequality (1.2) is also valid for complex functions x 
and y. 
Proof: We need to prove that 
inf 
p+Alzlf- Ip+izIf 
~z~~l.z#l,zEC 11 -ZIP 
= inf p+3”lxlp- Ip+AxlP 
-l<x<l (l-x)P 
Thus we may assume that y = 1 and x = reie in (1.2), where 0 <r d 1. 
Writing [ for cos 8, we see that it suffices to prove that 
q(1) = 
p + IrP - (p’ + 2Apr[ + I~2r2)p12 
(1 - 2r[ + r2)p12 
as a function of [, - 1 d [ < 1, attains its minimum at [ = - 1. We have 
s’(i) = (1 -2rilfr2)2,p+ I PL(O 
where u(i) = p + ArP - (p2 + 2&i + A2r2)pj2- ‘(p + A?). Since u(c) is 
decreasing in [ and u( 1) 2 0 by Lemma 2.1, we have u(c) > 0 and hence 
q’(c) > 0. This clearly completes the proof. 1 
Similarly, we have 
THEOREM 2.3. Inequality (2.4) is also valid for complex functions x 
and y. 
409;154.,2-16 
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Proof: From the proofs of Theorem 2.1 and 2.2, we have 
cp = inf lim p++“lxlp-lp++~x~p 
-I<r;<l “<)C<l WP)(l --xl” 
= inf inf p++“IxIp-/p+%xlp 
oip<cI -I<r<l WP)(l --y)” 
= inf inf p + jblz p - /p + IzJ p 
O<lC<l Irl~l,Z#l.;E@ WPL)Il --ZIP 
and (2.4) follows. 1 
Remark 2.2. As in the real case, inequality (2.1) for complex x, y 
follows immediately from Theorem 2.2. 
For 1 < p < 2, inequalities (1.2) and (2.4) are reversed. The proofs of 
these are similar to the proofs of Theorem 3 in [l] and Theorem 1 above, 
respectively. Thus, we omit the proof of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.4. For 1 < p < 2, 0 <p < 1, and /” = 1 -p, the inequalities 
llix + PYII p + MPL) IIX- Yll p 2 1 II4 p + P II Yll p 
II~~+~~llp+~,~~~~p~1+~p~1~II~-~llp~~Il~lI~+11IIYII~ 
are valid for all x, y E LP(the complex Lp space). Moreover, the function 
lpf(p) and the constant cp are best possible. 
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